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ABSTRACT 
Corn wet milling is a process that separates corn into its basic components to 
create a great variety of added value products. Starch, one of the major 
biorenewable resources in the United States, and starch-derived products, 
sweeteners and ethanol, are the major products of the corn wet milling industry. 
However, corn wet milling is an energy and water intensive process. 
This research provides a general method to calculate the cost of starch washing 
of a corn wet-milling plant by modeling the separation of the starch and water by 
hydrocyclones, and calculating the energy, irreversibilities, and cost per unit of mass 
of final product. The objective is to find an optimized set of design variables to 
minimize the cost of washing the product. 
Using an analytical approach, the separation was modeled with existing 
empirical equations fitted to real plant data. A sensitivity analysis showed that the 
geometry of the hydrocyclones, water flow rate, number of stages, and flow ratio of 
the last stage were the design variables that most affected the washing cost. A case 
study showed that an optimized system could reduce the washing cost from $0.0062 
to $0.0028 per pound of starch at 12% moisture content. The results will serve as a 
guide for the economic analysis of astarch-washing system. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Corn is the number one crop in t11e United States. In addition, the United States 
is the top corn producer and exporter. According t0 the Foreign Agricultural Service 
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (FSA 2005), in the 2004/2005 marketing year, 
America has produced 41 % of the world's corn and exported 60% of it. Iowa is the 
number one corn producer in the U.S., accounting for 19% of the total national 
production (USDA 2005). 
Starch is one of the major biorenewable resources in the United States and 
approximately 90`'io of starch needed in the American industry comes from corn 
starch (CRA 2005). Corn starch is used as an ingredient for a great variety of food, 
industrial, cosmetic, and pharmaceutical products. One of the newest uses of starch 
is for bioplastics and other chemicals whose former raw material was petroleum. 
Corn wet milling is a process that for more than 150 years has been used to 
separate corn into its four basic components, starch, germ, fiber, and protein, to 
create a great variety of added-value products. Starch and starch-derived products, 
sweeteners and ethanol, are the three major products of the corn wet milling 
industry. 
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Corn wet milling is an energy intensive process, accounting for approximately 
15% of the energy consumption of the food industry in the United States. It is 
estimated that a typical corn wet-milling plant spends between $20 and 30 million 
on energy per year (Galitsky et. a12002). It is also estimated that to process one 
bushel of corn about eleven gallons of water will be needed (Johnson and May 2003, 
chap. 12). 
1.2 Objectives 
To reduce energy consumption and improve yields, it is necessary to reduce the 
amount of water used in the process. Water is introduced to the process at the last 
step of production, the starch-washing system, in a countercurrent way. 
This research aims to perform an economic analysis of astarch-washing system 
in a corn wet-milling plant and, in a case study, to provide an optimal set of values 
for water consumption and number of stages, as well as the desired hydrocyclone 
geometry and separation parameters that result in the minimum cost of washing per 
yield of starch. 
An analytical approach will be taken by using standard operation parameters 
for starch-washing systems in corn wet-milling plants. The final result will serve as 
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a guide for corn wet milling facilities to work with their own data and optimize the 
most significant variables that affect their process. 
1.3 Scope 
Chapter 2 provides a brief explanation of wet milling processes and 
hydrocyclones before reviewing the literature on separation models. Chapter 3 
describes the starch-washing system that will be analyzed, explains the separation 
model selected for the analysis, and details the mass and energy balance, as well as 
the exergy and costs calculations, and discusses the figure of merit used for the 
optimization of the system. Chapter 4 presents the results of starch-washing system 
simulations by using a sensitivity analysis and the final set of values for the 
optimized system. Finally, conclusions and recommendations are presented in 
Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
A review of research related to the separation modeling of hydrocyclones will be 
summarized in this section. First, wet milling processes and hydrocyclones will be 
briefly explained. 
2.1 Corn Wet Milling Process and Starch-washing system 
Corn wet milling is the process of separating corn into its components. The first 
part of the process is steeping, in which corn kernels are soaked for about 40 hours 
in a solution of sulfur dioxide; this softens the kernels for further separation, 
removes soluble materials, and loosens the protein from the starch. After that, the 
steeped corn is milled and germ is separated in hydrocyclones, followed by 
preparation for oil extraction. 
Fiber is separated next in a series of washing screens, and the remaining slurry, 
comprised mostly of gluten and starch, goes though ahigh-speed centrifuge to 
separate the gluten. The remaining material is known as mill stream, and consists of 
insoluble starch, protein, and a small amount of soluble impurities, such as sand, 
rust, or pipe scale. The slurry goes through a series of hydrocyclones to eliminate 
most of the impurities and then starch is separated in another high-speed centrifuge 
called the primary separator. 
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Finally, starch containing 2-4% of protein and about 700 to 1,000 grains/gal of 
soluble impurities is purified in a multi-stage countercurrent washing system of 8 to 
18 stages of 10-mm hydrocyclones, each stage with hundreds of hydrocyclones 
operating in parallel in clamshell housings at feed pressures usually between 100 to 
140 psig. Amore detailed description of the starch-washing system for this case 
study will be presented in Chapter 3. 
In corn wet milling processes, hydrocyclones are used to separate germ from the 
rest of the corn components, separate impurities from starch and gluten slurry, and 
to wash protein and impurities from starch slurry. 
2.2 Hydrocyclones 
Definition and principle of operation 
A hydrocyclone is a separation device that has a cono-cylindrical design and no 
moving parts. The separation is based on centrifugal forces generated by pumping 
the fluid tangentially into the stationary body. The entering fluid is divided into 
underfloor and overflow. The underfloor is comprised of mostly solids suspended in 
liquids and the overflow is comprised mostly of liquids and some fine solids. 
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Applications and chaYacteristics 
Hydrocyclones were first used in mining and mineral processing; however, their 
applications have been widened to chemical, food, power generation, textile, and 
metalworking industries among others. There are several broad categories of 
applications such as: liquid clarification, slurry thickening, solids washing, solids 
classification, and separation of two immiscible liquids. 
Some of the characteristics of the hydrocyclones are that they are very versatile 
in their application as mentioned above, they are inexpensive, easy to install and 
maintain, they are relatively small compared to other separators, and their high 
shear forces do not allow agglomerations. On the other hand, they present some 
inflexibility in the separation performance as they depend on the flow concentration 
and flow rate, and, in some cases, high shear forces do not promote separation. 
2.3 Existing Separation Models 
Different approaches have been taken to develop separation models for 
hydrocyclones including: modeling with fluid flow equations on computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) software, working with experimental data by varying one 
variable at a time and using the results to deduce an equation, and working with 
actual process variables and deducing similarity parameters based on dimensional 
analysis. 
Plitt (1976) developed a mathematical model of separation for 76-mm 
hydrocyclones. He formulated four basic equations that allowed predicting the 
operation of a hydrocyclone using operating and design variables. His equations 
include separation cut size, flow split, sharpness of classification, and capacity-
pressure drop. These equations have been the base for many other separation 
models developed that validated his predictions. According to Plitt, the split of the 
flow in hydrocyclones, which is the volumetric flow ratio of the underfloor to the 
overflow, was strongly dependent on the ratio between the underfloor and overflow 
diameters, with a weak dependence on pressure drop. His pressure drop equation 
found a relation with the volumetric flow rate and some of the geometry variables of 
the hydrocyclone. The experiments for these findings were made for ~6-mm 
hydrocyclones, with flour silica slurry of 2.6 specific gravity and pressure drop 
between 7.5 and 30 psig. 
Vallebuona et al. (1995) ran experiments in 25-mm and 50-mm hydrocyclones 
with copper flotation slurry between 2.7 and 4.44 specific gravity and pressure drop 
between 10 and 40 psig. They concluded that the water split ratio depended on the 
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ratio between underflow and overflow diameters and that the pressure drop and 
flow rate had a linear relation. 
Tavares et al. (2002) ran some experiments and found that the water split ratio 
depended on the ratio between the underflow and the body of the hydrocyclone 
diameter and he also developed a pressure drop equation based on the friction 
turbulence factor. In this equation, he included a factor based on the geometry of the 
hydrocyclone. The experiments were done in 25-mm and 50-mm hydrocyclones 
with phosphate ore slurry of 3.43 specific gravity and pressure drop ranging from 25 
to 65 psig. 
Another approach, the similarity criteria, was taken by Shujun et al (2002a). 
They ran experiments for a single stage of a potato starch-washing system using 15- 
mm hydrocyclones with potato starch slurry of 1.05 specific gravity and pressure 
drop between 16 and 67 psig. Using a stepwise regression method, they found seven 
mathematical regression models for different variables of design and operation. 
They concluded that the variable that most affected the split of the flow was the ratio 
between the inlet and underflow diameters. Also, the variables that most affected 
the starch separation efficiency (ratio between mass of starch recovered in the 
underflow to the mass that entered the hydrocyclone) were the inlet concentration 
and a variable in the size distribution equation. 
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Shujun et al. (2002b) also worked on another model, where data were taken 
from an actual potato starch-washing system of 15 stages and the following 
variables were recorded: inlet pressure, volumetric flow rate, underfloor diameter, 
number of hydrocyclones per stage, and specific gravity entering each stage. Using 
this and other known variables, they used a Matlab program and the similarity 
criteria found previously to develop equations with design and operation variables 
that were useful for a potato wet-milling plant. The equations confirmed once again 
what Plitt and some other researches had already found, that the split of the flow 
was a function of the ratio between the underfloor and overflow diameters. The 
other equation that could be developed from this data was the underfloor 
concentration, which was a function of the inlet concentration and the Euler number 
as found in their previous work. 
Based on this information, the model used for separation in this study was the 
one developed by Shujun et al. with plant data where hydrocyclone size, material 
used, and operation conditions for potato starch washing are very close to those for 
corn starch washing. For a relation between the volumetric flow rate and the 
pressure drop in the hydrocyclone, the model developed by Tavares (2002) derived 
from the friction turbulence factor was used since it is a model based on fluid flow 
principles. 
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Operation variables and volumetric flow from Blanchard (1992) was used as a 
case study. These data were developed using mass balance equations and typical 
values of concentration for the starch slurry entering the system and for the 
underfloor stream of each stage of the corn wet-milling plant. The data will be fitted 
to the equations selected for the model and mass, energy, exergy, and cost analysis 
will be done. The complete model used in this study is explained in more detail in 
Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3: STARCH-WASHING SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
In this study, an economic analysis of the production of starch, focused on the 
analysis of the starch-washing system. A mass cost balance was performed to find 
the optimal set of variables that would make this part of the process more profitable 
for the corn wet milling industry. A description of the starch-washing system 
analyzed and the mass, energy, exergy, and cost calculations are presented in this 
section. 
3.1 Starch-washing system Description 
Starch washing is done with the purpose of purifying the starch slurry; this is, to 
decrease its protein and impurities contents. The starch-washing system modeled in 
this study is part of a 35,000 bu/day corn wet-milling plant. It is a nine-stage 
countercurrent washing system, each stage containing between 426 and 521 10-mm 
hydrocyclones operating in parallel. 
Hydrocyclones used throughout the stages are the same except for the last one, 
which uses a slightly smaller capacity hydrocyclone to achieve the required 
underfloor concentration. After that, starch is dewatered and dried to 33% and 12% 
moisture content, respectively. 
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Two-hundred and seventy gallons per minute of fresh water is introduced to the 
wet-milling plant in the last stage of the starch-washing system. Starch from the 
underfloor of this last stage is the final product. The starch slurry and wash water 
move through stages in opposite directions as shown in Figure 1, such starch going 
from one stage to the next one is diluted with purer water while wash water 
gradually increases its impurities contents. 
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Figure 3.1.1 Starch-washing system (Blanchard 1992) 
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The overflow from the first stage goes to the middling clarifier (mill starch 
thickener), a nozzle centrifuge, where the starch concentration is increased from 0.69 
to 1.941b.starch/gal of slurry before it returns to the primary separator with the main 
flow. The starch washed has a concentration of about 4.151b.starch/gal of slurry. 
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Pressure drops of 80 to 130 psig are achieved through the system and overflow 
pressures are on the order of 10 to 20 psig. 
3.2 Mass Balance of the System 
The mass balance of astarch-washing system is quite elaborate. The incoming 
material for each hydrocyclone is comprised of the underflow from the previous 
stage and the overflow from the following one. Both flows come together upstream 
of a pump, and the resulting mix is fed into the clamshell housing of a hydrocyclone 
at a higher pressure, as shown in Figure 3.2.1. 
Figure 3.2.1 1Vlaterial and Energy Flows per Stage 
Two mass balance equations are considered for each stage, one for the starch 
slurry and one for the pure starch. The density of the slurry can be considered 
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constant through the system. Simulation results for the mass balance show error in 
the order of 10-6, therefore, tl~e mass balance can be written as a volumetric flow 
balance. 
In the pump 
~ =Q ~Q i,j o,j+l u,j 1 
i 
X Ci ~ o '+l X Co '+1 ,j ~j ~~ ~j 
In the hydrocyclone: 
0 
(3.2.1) 
X Cu —1Lt, j-1 ~~ 
Q =Q ~Q i,j o,j u,j (3.2.3) 
(3.2.1) 
Q i xCi = Q o xCo, +Q u xCu (3.2.4) 
where: 
Q is the volumetric flow rate in gal/min 
C is the starch concentration in lb.st./gal 
The subscripts i, o, and u refer to inlet, overflow, and underfloor, respectively, 
and the subscript j refers to the washing stage number. The units of mass expressed 
in lb.st. refer to pure starch. 
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There are two parameters that determine the separation of the fluids. The 
volumetric flow ratio is the ratio between the underflow and inlet volumetric rates. 
The separation efficiency is the ratio between the mass of starch recovered in the 
underflow to the mass of starch that entered the hydrocyclone. Both separation 
parameters are presented in equations 3.2.5 and 3.2.6. 
0 
Et
Rf
. X C u~~ ~~,~ 
where: 
R f is the volumetric flow ratio 
E t is the recovery efficiency 
(3.2.5) 
(3.2.6) 
Curve Fitting of Volumetric Flow Ratio and the Recovery Efficiency 
According to the separation model discussed in Chapter 2, the volumetric flow 
ratio can be expressed as a function of the underflow to overflow diameter ratio. 
This relationship, found by Shujun et al. (2002b), was expressed in the form shown 
in equation 3.2.7. 
Rf =0.75x 
where: 
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~ 0.9743 
DLc 
Do ~ ~3.2.~~ 
DLL is the underflow diameter in mm 
Do is the overflow diameter in mm 
Considering this equation describes the general trend of the separation of flows, 
the values of the flow ratios for stages one to eight provided by Blanchard (1992) 
were curve fitted to this equation form by f finding a new coefficient by the least 
squares method. The volumetric flow ratio equation was put in a linear equation 
form and then curve fitted. Figure 3.2.2 shows comparison of the expected and 
calculated flow ratio values. The coefficient for the new equation was 0.3026 and the 
standard deviation of the calculated set of values was 0.008640. Therefore, the 
volumetric flow ratio for stages one through eight is in equation 3.2.8. 
R~ =03026x 
~ ~ 0.9743 
D 
Lf 
~ Do 
~3.Z.s~ 
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Figure 3.2.2 Volumetric Flow Ratio Comparison 
In the same way, Shujun et al. (2002b) proposed the following equation for the 
underf low concentration: 
~ —0.15 
?12 XD 4 X0 0.83  u p C~~ vol — 6.42 x C~ vol x 02 
~ $Xp~XQ ~ 
where: 
(3.2.9) 
Ccc,vol is the underf low volumetric concentration in al of starch/ al of slurr g g y 
C,,v~,~ is the inlet volumetric concentration in gal of starch/gal of slurry 
4p is the pressure drop in the hydrocyclone in psig 
/0~ is the slurry density in lb. of slurry/gal of slurry 
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Q is the volumetric flow of the slurry per hydrocyclone in gal/min 
After following the same method as for the flow ratio, the underfloor volumetric 
concentration can be expressed as: 
~ ~ -0.15 
o.s3 ?Z2 X D 4 X 0 Ll 
CLc,vol =1.167 x Cl,v~l x o 2 
~ gX pi X Q ~ 
(3.2.10) 
Figure 3.2.3 shows the expected and calculated values for a coefficient of 1.167 
and a standard deviation of 0.012. 
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Figure 3.2.3 Underfloor Concentration by Volume Comparison 
For stage nine, the volumetric f low ratio and recovery efficiency were 
considered to be the same as provided by Blanchard's analysis, 0.32 and 0.61, 
respectively. 
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By knowing the separation of the total flow and the concentration of the 
underflow or the recovery efficiency, the mass and composition of each stream can 
be determined by using the mass balance equations. 
Pressure Drop Equation 
The pressure drop equation uses the friction turbulence factor, which includes 
the geometry of the hydrocyclone. Equation 3.2.11 was presented by Tavares et al. 
(2000) and the coefficient was to be determined for each specific case. In this case, a 
pressure drop of 100 psig was used to predict the coefficient. Figure 3.2.4 shows the 
comparison of the expected and calculated values of pressure drop in MPa. 
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0 
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N 0.3 
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Figure 3.2.4 Pressure drop Comparison 
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2 
~l Op = 
where: 
~ ~ 0.45 ~ ~ 0.68 ~ ~ -0.20 
2 DI D~ heKxDc x   x   x  o to Xe 
4p is the pressure drop in the hydrocyclone in Pa 
X P; (3.2.11) 
Q i is the volumetric flow of the slurry per hydrocyclone in m3/h 
D~ is the hydrocyclone diameter in mm 
Dl is the inlet diameter of the hydrocyclone in mm 
h~ is the conical section clearance in mm 
B is angle of the conical section in radians 
L~ is the vortex finder clearance in mm (given in the geometry and used to find 
the angle of the conical section 
K is the coefficient found by curve fitting the known pressure drop and its 
value is 315.17 with a standard deviation of 0.05 for the pressure drop in MPa. 
Figure 3.2.2 shows the geometry of the hydrocyclone. The pressure at the 
overflow and underflow are considered to be 20 psig. Also, the pressure drop 
throughout the line was neglected. 
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Figure 3.2.5 Hydrocyclone Geometry (Svarovsky 1984) 
3.3 Energy Balance of the System 
The energy balance of the system was used to determine the temperature of the 
fluid in each stream. The temperature of the slurry is increased by the heat from the 
pump and was assumed to be constant for each separation stage. Energy balance 
equations are shown below. 
In the pump: 
mu,;-1 X Cpu,;-1 x T;-1 + m~,;+l x Cpo ;+1 x T +l + Wp; — mi~~ x Cpi ; x T; (3.3.1) 
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In the hydrocyclone: 
m i ,; x Cp l a x T~ = m ~ ,; x Cp o ~ x T+ m L~ ,; x Cp l~ ~; Tu ,; (3.3.2 ) 
where: 
m is the mass flow rate in lb.mix/min. 
Cp is the specific heat of the starch slurry in Btu/lb.mix-°R 
T is the temperature of the starch slurry in °F 
Wp is the pump work in Btu/min 
The units of mass expressed in lb.mix refer to a mixture of starch and water at 
the concentration for the specified stream. The specific heat of the starch slurry can 
be calculated with an equation commonly used for food (Charm 1971) that considers 
the mass fraction of all the components of the product. In the case of starch slurry, 
carbohydrate and water are the main components and the specific heat can be 
estimated using equation 3.3.4. 
Cp = Cp,~, x xw, + Cps x x~ (3.3.4) 
where: 
x is the mass fraction of the component of the mixture. 
The subscripts w and c refer to water and carbohydrate respectively 
The pump work was calculated using the same relationship that Blanchard 
(1992) used in his calculations of a nine stage starch-washing system. This equation 
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uses the power grain by a fluid from a pump and uses a coefficient to account for 
unit's conversion of pump work to horsepower. 
Qx Op 
Wp = 
where: 
1,714xr~P
~ P is the efficiency of the pump. 
(3.3.5) 
3.4 Exergy and Irreversibilities in the Starch System 
An exergy analysis enables us to find the source, type, and magnitude of losses 
throughout the system. Exergy is the maximum work that in theory can be obtained 
when a system tries to get in equilibrium with the envirorunent. The exergy balance 
for the pump and the hydrocyclone are expressed in equation 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. 
In the pump: 
~u, j-1 ~ ~o, j+l ~ W p ~~ _ ~i, j ~ 11''Y'eVp, j (3.4.1) 
In the hydrocyclone: 
i, j = ~ o, j + ~ u, j + ly'Y'eV hc, ~ (3.4.2) 
where: 
lI' is the exergy flow rate per stream in Btu/h 
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IrYev is the irreversibility of the mentioned equipment in Btu/h 
The general form of the exergy calculation for each stream of the system 
corresponds to equation 3.4.3. 
'Y k = to k x ~E~xl x Cl~r X ~Tr — To~~ — To x E~xr X ~Sr ~T ~ ~~ — Si ~To ~ Po~~~ (3.4.3) 
where: 
~k is the exergy flow rate of the mixture per stream in Btu/h 
s is the entropy of each component evaluated at the temperature and pressure 
specified in Stu/lb-°R 
The subscripts k and l refer to the stream and component of the mixture, 
respectively and the subscript 0 refers to the dead state. 
The entropy was found from the general equation 3.4.4 and then integrated from 
a reference state to a generic one. 
~ds = f ~h — ~T x dp (3.4.4) 
where: 
h is the enthalpy of the component 
V is the specific volume of the component 
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The second part of the integral, the one dependent on the pressure difference, 
was solved by splitting the equation according to the relationship between pressure 
and mass concentration shown in equation 3.4.5. 
dp, = pxdx, +x, xdp (3.4.5) 
The entropy equation was finally integrated in temperature, pressure, and mass 
concentration. Equation 3.4.6 is the result of the entropy for a substance in a mixture 
at certain mass concentration. 
Sl — 'S Ye f  Cpl x 111 
~ T  ~ v x ref ,l 
— xln 
~ Tj.e f. ~ T x ref~,l ~ 
The subscript ref refers fo the reference state. 
3.5 Economic Analysis of the System 
Mass Cost Balance 
v ref ,l 
 x p pref .
T 
(3.4.6) 
A cost balance consists of setting the cost rate of the product equal to the total 
rate of expenses made to produce it, such as energy, the total rate of capital 
investment, and operating and maintenance of the equipment used. A cost based on 
the mass of the streams of the system was made using equations 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 
In the pump 
YYI u , j-1X Cu,~_l -~- YYI o, j+lX Co, j+1 ~- Ce, p ~- Z p = YYIi, j X Cl,~ (3.5.1) 
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In the hydrocyclone: 
YYIi, j x C1 ~= YYl°~~ x C°,~ + YYl lt , j x Cl~ ~+ Z he (3.5.2) 
where: 
m is the mass flow rate in lb/h 
c is the cost per unit of mass in $/lb 
C is the pump energy cost rate in $/h 
Z is the equipment cost rate in $/h 
The subscripts e, p, and he refer to energy, pump, and hydrocyclone respectively. 
The overflow and inlet unit cost are related by assuming that they are proportional 
to their mass concentration. Tl1is relationship is as follows: 
x 
ci ~ — ° x c° ~ (3.5.3) xl
Equipment and Energy Cost Rates 
The energy and equipment cost rates were found using levelized costs. The costs 
were first brought to present using the present worth value factor from equation 
3.5.4 and then levelized by using the capital recovery factor from equation 3.5.5. 
~ ~ ~n~ 
1 1+ZQ
P UIVFa — x 1—
(d -lQ) 
(3.5.4) 
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CRF = 
dx(l+d~" 
~l+d~" -1 
(3.5.5) 
where: 
PWVF is the present worth value factor 
d is the discount rate 
i is the inflation rate 
CRF is the capital recovery factor 
The subscript a refers to either the general or energy inflation 
The present worth value of the equipment is cost of the equipment including 
installation and first year cost of maintenance. It is estimated that the installation 
and the first year maintenance costs are 45% and 10% of the cost of the equipment 
respectively. Therefore, the cost of present worth value of the equipment can be 
estimated using the equation 3.5.6 
P v v V equip — 1.45 x Cequip + ~.1 ~ x C equip x P~ V ~V F 
where: 
P~equip is the present worth value of the equipment 
Cequip is the cost of the equipment 
The levelized hourly cost of the equipment is then calculated as 
equip = P~~equip x CRF x 
1 
OH 
(3.5.7) 
(3.5.6) 
~g 
where: 
OH are the annual operation hours in h/yr 
The levelized hourly energy cost for the pump can be calculated using the pump 
motor energy consumption and the electricity cost. Equations 3.5.8 
C~,,, = Wp x ce x P~IVFe x CRF (3.5.8) 
where: 
Wp is the pump work in Btu/h 
~7~ is the pump efficiency 
ce is the cost of electricity in $/Btu 
Energy cost and inflation were extracted from the Energy Information 
Administration repots (EIA 2005) 
Starch slurry and Water cost 
Starch slurry entering the starch-washing system has a production cost 
associated to the previous steps of the system. The purpose of this research was to 
analyze the cost of the starch washing step; however, the analysis can also be used to 
find the total cost of the washed starch by including the cost of the starch entering. 
The following relationship applies for the cost balance of the starch-washing system. 
j'j2 washed X Cwashed ~ energy ~ C water ~ Z equip + Yj2 prewashed x C rewashed (3.5.9) P 
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where: 
0 
mwaslZed is the mass of washed starch lY1 $/lb.st 12 
Cwashed is the cost per unit of mass of washed starch In $/lb.st 12 
m prewashed is the mass of starch entering the washing system lY1 $/lb.st 12 
C prewashed is the cost per unit of mass of starch entering the washing system In 
$/lb.st 12 
0 
C energy , C water , Z equip are the costs rates of energy, water and equipment In $/h 
The notation lb.st 12 refers to lb. of starch at 12% moisture content. This moisture 
content is the correspondent moisture content of the starch in equilibrium with the 
ambient and to which the final product is dried. 
A general rearranged form for this equation will be. 
_ j'j2 prewashed 
Cwashed Cwashing + X C prewashed 
n2 washed 
where: 
0 
(3.5.10) 
m washing is the cost of the washing process that is determined in this study. 
This demonstrates that there was a linear relationship between the unit costs of 
washed and prewashed starch. By assuming the cost of prewashed starch is zero, the 
cost of washed starch is the costs associated with the washing system only. Washed 
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cost can be found by considering the prewashed unit cost as shown in the equation 
3.5.10. 
The cost rate of water was found by multiplying the water consumption by the 
water cost and putting it in an hourly levelized value. Equation 3.5.11 was used to 
find that cost. 
C water = Q water x cw x P ti~VFg x CRF 
where: 
Cwat~,- is the cost rate of water in $/h 
water is the water consumption lY1 cu.ft./h 
cw is cost of water in $/cu.ft. 
3.6 Optimization of the System 
Sensitivity Analysis 
(3.5.11) 
A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine how the variation of some 
design variables, such as the hydrocyclone geometry and some operation variables 
would affect the system performance parameters. The geometry variables 
considered were: underfloor diameter, overflow diameter, inlet diameter, 
hydrocyclone diameter, conical section clearance, and vortex finder clearance. The 
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operation variables were: water volumetric flow, number of hydrocyclones per 
stage, flow ratio of the hydrocyclones of the last stage, and number of stages. All the 
design variables are varied by 5%, except the number of stages, in which one stage 
variation corresponds to 11.1%. The sensitivity calculation is shown in equation 
3.6.1. 
~P2 P11(V1, ... , V»~ + ~»1, ... , V9 ) — P,Z (V1 , ... , V„~ — ~fn , ... , V9 } 
SfZ,»Z — S (PZ ~ Vr~2) —  ~  ~` (3.6.1) aV„z 2 »~ 
where: 
S is the sensitivity of the system parameter. 
P is the system performance parameter. 
V is the design variable. 
~ is the percentage variation. 
The subscripts n and m refer to the system performance parameter number and 
the design variable number, respectively. 
The system performance parameters chosen for the sensitivity analysis were: 
■ Total recovery efficiency of the system, which is the ratio between the 
mass of starch recovered in the last stage to the mass of starch that enters 
the washing system. 
Water ratio, which is the ratio of mass of water supplied to the system to 
the mass of starch recovered in the last stage of washing. 
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■ Total energy of the system, which consist in the sum of all the pump 
work. 
■ Total irreversibility of the system, which is the sum of all the 
irreversibilities of the pumps and the hydrocyclones. 
■ Starch washing cost, referred to the cost of washing plus the penalization 
in energy cost for dewatering the starch mixture. 
After the sensitivity analysis, the design variables that most affect the 
performance parameters will be used for the optimization of the system. 
Figure o f Merit 
The figure of merit for the optimization is the cost of starch washing. This cost, 
however, must be penalized by the energy cost of dewatering the starch mix after 
the washing. The final product of the washing process is dewatered to 33% moisture 
content in centrifuges or filters and then dried to 12% moisture content in a flash 
dryer or a conveyor belt dryer. Drying from 33 to 12% results in a constant cost, for 
that reason only the energy used for dewatering will be used. Since the final product 
has 12% moisture content, all of the costs will be reference to lb. of starch at that 
moisture content or lb.st 12, as mention before. Equation 3.6.2 shows the cost of 
washing used for the optimization. 
Copt — Cwashed + Cdewater-ing (3.6.2) 
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where: 
copy is the cost for optimization in $/lb.st 12 
Cwashed is the cost of washing the starch slurry ir1$/lb.st 12 
Cdewnteri~zg is the cost of energy used in dewatering 111 $/lb.st 12 
Partial calculation of washing and energy dewatering are as follows. 
~ ~ 
0.88 
Cwashed — Cu,9 X 
\ x u,9 
Cdewatej-ing — ~ tit'rem,dew X Ce,dew 
where: 
0 
(3.6.3) 
(3.6.4) 
YYl wrem .dew is the mass flow rate of water removed during dewatering In lb/h 
ce,d~~y,; is the energy rate cost of dewatering in $/lb water removed 
Average energy consumption for dewatering in Btu per bushel of corn (Galitsky 
et al. 2002) was used to estimate the energy cost rate of dewatering to be $ 0.00042/lb 
water removed. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The results for the analysis of the system correspond to a base case and an 
optimized case. A sensitivity analysis determined the geometry and operation 
variables considered for the cost minimization. A simulation and a optimization 
program were written in Matlab 7.1 and can be reviewed in Appendix A. The mass, 
energy, exergy, and cost balances were solved from Matlab by using Simulink 
blocks and can be seen in Appendix B. 
4.1 Base Case Study 
The results for the base case considered the same inputs as the wet-milling plant 
presented by Blanchard (1992). The plant capacity of 35,000 bu/day has a volumetric 
flow of starch slurry of 322 gal/min at a mass concentration of 3.2361b.starch/gal at 
120°F and a volumetric flow of pure water of 270 gal/min at 115°F. Separation of 
mass for stages 1 through 8 was calculated using the models described in Chapter 3 
and for the last stage, volumetric flow ratio and separation efficiency were taken 
from the plant data. Results from the mass balance such as mass flow rates of the 
stream, mass concentrations, pressure drops, and separation parameters are 
presented in Table 4.1.1. Figure 4.1.1 shows the nomenclature used in the tables of 
this section. 
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m: mass flow rate 
x: mass concentration of starch 
En: energy flow 
Ex: exergy flow 
c: cost per mass unit 
Subscripts i, o, and u refer to inlet, 
overflow, and underflow respectively 
T: temperature in the hydrocyclone 
gyp: pressure drop through the HC or 
pressure rise through the pump 
I rrev: Irreversibility 
HC: hydrocyclone 
st: number of stages 
n: number of hydrocyclones 
per stage 
mi, xi, 
Eni, Exi, 
ci 
Irrev pump 
~p 
Wp 
r 
mo, xo, 
Eno, Exo, 
CO 
HC 
T 
Op 
(rrev HC 
mu, xu, 
Enu, Exu, 
cu 
J 
Figure 4.1.1 I~Tomenclature Used in Tables and Figures 
The energy balance calculation determined the temperature of the starch 
mixture in the hydrocyclone. The temperature of the incoming material per stage 
will rise after passing through the pump, whose work was calculated using an 
isentropic efficiency of 0.65. Energy balance figures can be seen in Table 4.1.2 
The exergy balance method was used to find the irreversibility of the pumps 
and hydrocyclones. The dead state values were considered at ambient conditions. 
This corresponds to a temperature of 70°F and pressure of 14.7 psia. For the mass 
concentrations, the water was considered to be 1, and the dead state value of the 
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starch was considered to have the value of the mass concentration of the starch 
slurry entering the system; this value corresponds to 0.33761b.st/lb.mix. The 
reference values for the properties were 120°F, 14.7 psig, mass concentrations of 1, 
and specific volumes of water and starch at ambient conditions. From Table 4.1.3 it 
can be seen that irreversibility in the pump was greater than irreversibility in the 
hydrocyclone. 
The mass cost balance of the system for each stream is presented in Table 4.1.4. 
The unit cost value increases as the fluid passes from one stage to the other and its 
mass concentration increases. This relationship can be seen in Figure 4.1.2. 
Table 4.1.1 Mass Balance Results 
Stage 
No. 
mi 
Ib.mix/min 
xi 
/b.st/Ib.mix 
mo 
Ib.mix/min 
xo 
lb.st/Ib.mix 
mu 
/b.mix/min 
xu 
Ib.st/Ib.mix 
Rf Et 
d p 
psig 
1 6571.3 0.206 3532.3 0.086 3038.9 0.346 0.435 0.776 91.0 
2 6488.0 0.211 3485.0 0.089 3003.0 0.353 0.435 0.772 117.1 
3 6425.4 0.216 3449.1 0.093 2976.3 0.359 0.435 0.769 129.6 
4 6379.7 0.221 3422.4 0.096 2957.3 0.365 0.435 0.766 121.7 
5 6348.6 0.226 3403.4 0.100 2945.2 0.371 0.435 0.763 114.9 
6 6331.7 0.232 3391.3 0.105 2940.4 0.380 0.435 0.759 108.6 
7 6330.4 0.242 3386.5 0.111 2943.9 0.392 0.435 0.753 102.6 
8 6348.5 0.256 3390.1 0.122 2958.4 0.409 0.435 0.745 97.5 
9 5207.1 0.233 3404.5 0.139 1802.6 0.410 0.320 0.610 100.0 
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Table 4.1.2 Energy Balance Results 
Stage 
No. 
T 
°F 
Eni 
MMBtu/h 
Eno 
MMBtu/h 
Enu 
MMBtu/h 
wp 
hp 
1 125 18.83 11.00 7.83 59.3 
2 128 19.50 11.40 8.10 75.1 
3 129 19.63 11.48 8.15 82.2 
4 129 19.34 1 1.32 8.02 76.5 
5 128 18.78 11.00 7.78 71.7 
6 126 18.05 10.58 7.47 67.4 
7 124 17.21 10.09 7.11 63.4 
8 121 16.29 9.57 6.72 60.1 
9 118 12.91 9.03 3.89 51.1 
Total 606.9 
Table 4.1.3 Exergy Balance Results 
Stage 
No. 
Exi 
MMBtu/h 
Exo 
MMBtu/h 
Exu 
MMBtu/h 
lrrev pump 
MMBtu/h 
Irrev HC 
MMBtu/h 
Losses Pump Losses HC 
1 0.9924 0.5424 0.3845 0.0752 0.0654 7.0 6.6 
2 1.0886 0.5888 0.4171 0.0907 0.0827 7.7 7.6 
3 1.1208 0.6035 0.4270 0.0981 0.0902 8.0 8.1 
4 1.0950 0.5925 0.4188 0.0917 0.0837 7.7 7.6 
5 1.0420 0.5650 0.3987 0.0747 0.0783 7.7 7.5 
6 0.9727 0.5276 0.3717 0.0706 0.0734 7.8 7.5 
7 0.8950 0.4851 0.3409 0.0669 0.0689 8.1 7.7 
8 0.8144 0.4408 0.3087 0.0637 0.0649 8.5 8.0 
9 0.6228 0.3963 0.1703 0.0670 0.0562 9.7 9.0 
Total __0.6987 0.6638 
Table 4.1.4 Mass Cost Balance Results 
Stage 
number 
ci 
$/Ib.mix 
co 
$/Ib.mix 
cu 
$/Ib.mix 
1 0.000019 0.000008 0.000040 
2 0.000049 0.000021 0.000096 
3 0.000088 0.000038 0.000170 
4 0.000141 0.000061 0.000269 
5 0.000219 0.000097 0.000415 
6 0.000352 0.000158 0.000663 
7 0.000609 0.000281 0.001144 
8 0.001144 0.000546 0.002148 
9 0.001893 0.001129 0.002901 
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Figure 4.1.2 Unit Cost of recovered material 
4.2 Base Case Results Comparison 
Mass and energy balances were done by Blanchard (1992) by using plant data 
and some assumptions. For the separation parameters, he assumed that the mass 
concentration of the underflow was constant and that the last washing stage 
achieved the required mass concentration. Another assumption was to consider the 
pressure drop in all the stages to be 100 psig, value that will later be used to 
calculate the pump work and then the temperature of the starch mix in the 
hydrocyclone. The water ratio was a given value. The complete set of values can be 
seen in Table 4.2.1 and some of the results compared in Figures 42.1 through 4.2.6. 
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Table 4.2.1 Table of Values Calculated by Blanchard (1992) 
Stage 
d\I o. 
mi 
Ib. mix/min 
xi 
Ib. s t/Ib. mix 
mo 
Ib. mix/min 
xo 
Ib. s t/Ib. mix 
mu 
lb, mix/min 
xu 
Ib. s t/Ib. mix 
Rf ~t T 
°F 
Wp 
h p 
1 6166.5 0.212 3365.0 0.077 2801.5 0.373 0.423 0.800 124 61.0 
2 5795.8 0.229 3078.0 0.086 2717.8 0.391 0.437 0.801 127 56.9 
3 5795.7 0.237 2994.2 0.094 2801.5 0.391 0.452 0.796 128 56.7 
4 5968.0 0.242 3078.0 0.102 2890.0 0.391 0.453 0.783 128 58.3 
5 6150.3 0.246 2983.8 0.110 2983.8 0.391 0.455 0.770 127 59.9 
6 6343.6 0.251 3260.3 0.118 3083.3 0.391 0.457 0.758 125 61.7 
7 6548.8 0.255 3359.8 0.126 3189.1 0.391 0.458 0.747 123 63.6 
8 6767.2 0.259 3465.5 0.134 3301.7 0.391 0.460 0.735 121 65.6 
9 5491.7 0.235 3578.2 0.142 1913.6 0.409 0.323 0.606 119 53.8 
Total 537.5 
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Figure 4.2.3 Volumetric Flow Ratio Comparison 
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4.3 Sensitivity Analysis 
As explained in section 3.6, a 5% variation of geometry and operation variables 
was used to calculate the sensitivity of the performance parameters specified in 
Section 3.6. A set of the parameters for the base case is presented in Table 4.3.1 and 
sensitivity of the performance parameter is in Table 4.3.2. The variables that most 
affect those parameters can clearly be seen in Figures 4.3.1. 
Table 4.x.1 Performance Parameters for Base Case 
Et wR 
wp 
MM~tu/hr 
Irrev tot 
MMBtu/hr 
cwash 
$/Ib.st12 
cdewat 
$/Ib.~t12 
copt 
$/Ib.st12 
0.709 3.04 1.5448 1.3625 0.0062 0.0004 0.0066 
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Table 4.3.2 Sensitivity of Performance Parameters 
Design Variables Bt w~q 
Wp 
MMBtu/h 
lrrev tot 
MMBtu/h 
cwash 
$/Ib.st 12 
cdewat 
$/Ib.st 12 
copt 
$/Ib.st 12 
Du 3 mm 0.26247 -1.14333 2.07533 2.02300 0.00260 0.00017 0.00278 
Do 2 mm -0.69300 3.03250 -4.20500 -3.53600 0.00202 0.00006 0.00208 
Di 3.5 mm 0.06097 -0.26200 -0.36743 -0.33400 -0.00173 -0.00007 -0.00180 
Dc 10 mm 0.02500 -0.10750 -0.15080 -0.13700 -0.00071 -0.00003 -0.00074 
Lc 74 mm 0.00128 -0.00550 -0.00772 -0.00701 -0.00004 0.00000 -0.00004 
he 72 mm 0.00066 -0.00282 -0.00396 -0.00361 -0.00002 0.00000 -0.00002 
Qw 270 gpm 0.00041 0.00950 0.01037 0.00930 -0.00001 0.00000 -0.00001 
n 461 average 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00615 -0.00559 -0.00001 0.00000 -0.00001 
Rf9 0.32 -- -0.34656 1.48750 -8.50313 -7.59688 0.04527 0.00159 0.04687 
st 9 +/-11.1 % 0.00058 -0.00245 0.15425 0.12783 0.00047 0.00000 0.00047 
Figures 4.3.1 to 4.3.7 show the performance parameter sensitivities for each of 
the system variables. The mass recovery efficiency of the system was greatly affected 
by the overflow and underfloor diameters. The water ratio was affected by these 
same variables and by the volumetric flow rate of incoming water. Underfloor and 
overflow diameters, volumetric flow rate of water, number of hydrocyclones per 
stage, flow ratio of the hydrocyclones used in the last stage, and the number of 
stages are the variables that most affect the total work or energy consumption of the 
system. 
The unit cost of starch washing varied with the inlet, overflow, underfloor and 
hydrocyclone diameters, as well as with the flow ratio of the last stage and the 
number of stages. This parameters along with the water flow were used for cost 
minimization. 
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4.4 Optimization 
For the optimization, three cases where taken into consideration. The first one 
was run to find the optimal geometry of the hydrocyclones for stages 1 through 8. 
The optimization was done in Matlab by using a minimization function, fminsearch, 
in the mass cost as a function of the specified variables. The program used for 
modeling was used as the cost function and some constrains in the water ratio for 
the number of stages added. The mass, energy, exergy, and cost balances were done 
in Simulink and the iterations were saved in a text file. The results of the 
optimization are presented in Tables 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 and the mass, energy, exergy, 
mass cost balances for this set of optimal variables are presented in Tables 4.4.3 
through 4.4.6. 
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Table 4.4.1 Optimal Geometry of Hydrocyclones 
Du 
mm 
Do 
mm 
~ Di 
mm 
Dc 
mm 
2.0 1.5 4.0 12.0 
Table 4.4.2 Performance Parameters for Optimal Geometry 
Et WR Wp 
MMBtu/h 
Irrev tot 
MMBtu/h 
cwash 
$/Ib.st 12 
cdewat 
$/lb.st 12 
copt 
$/lb.st 12 
0.833 2.59 0.9554 0.8446 0.0035 0.0001 0.0036 
Table 4.4.3 Mass Balance for Optimal Geometry 
Stage 
No. 
mi 
Ib.mix/min 
xi 
Ib.st/Ib.mix 
mo 
Ib.mix/min 
xo 
Ib.st/Ib.mix 
mu 
Ib.mix/min 
xu 
Ib.st/Ib.mix 
~ f Et ap 
psig 
1 6444.1 0.196 3761.5 0.046 2682.6 0.406 0.380 0.862 93.9 
2 5796.3 0.232 3357.9 0.066 2438.4 0.462 0.380 0.835 98.9 
3 5404.9 0.261 3113.6 0.083 2291.2 0.503 0.380 0.817 96.1 
4 5170.6 0.283 2966.5 0.096 2204.2 0.534 0.380 0.805 83.2 
5 5035.2 0.301 2879.4 0.108 2155.9 0.559 0.380 0.795 74.8 
6 4966.4 0.319 2831.1 0.119 2135.3 0.584 0.380 0.787 68.7 
7 4949.2 0.341 2810.5 0.135 2138.7 0.613 0.380 0.776 64.2 
8 4982.1 0.375 2813.9 0.158 2168.1 0.656 0.380 0.762 60.9 
9 4416.9 0.322 2843.4 0.195 1573.5 0.551 0.320 0.610 100.0 
Table 4.4.4 Energy Balance for Optimal Geometry 
Stage 
No. 
T 
°F 
Eni 
MMBtu/h 
Eno 
MMBtu/h 
Enu 
MMBtu/h 
!lVp 
hp 
1 122 17.70 11.44 6.26 60.2 
2 123 15.79 10.27 5.52 56.2 
3 123 14.36 9.39 4.98 50.3 
4 122 13.29 8.72 4.57 41.2 
5 121 12.48 8.21 4.27 35.8 
6 120 11.85 7.82 4.03 32.2 
7 1 19 11.32 7.49 3.82 29.7 
8 117 10.83 7.21 3.62 27.9 
9 116 9.79 6.94 2.86 41.7 
Total 375.3 
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Table 4.4.5 Exergy Balance for Optimal Geometry 
Stage 
No. 
Exi 
MMBtu/h 
Exo 
MMBtu/h 
Exu 
MMBtu/h 
Irrev pump 
MMBtu/h 
Irrev HC 
MMBtu/h 
1 0.9924 0.5424 0.3845 0.0752 0.0654 
2 1.0886 0.5888 0.4171 0.0907 0.0827 
3 1.1208 0.6035 0.4270 0.0981 0.0902 
4 1.0950 0.5925 0.4188 0.0917 0.0837 
5 1.0420 0.5650 0.3987 0.0747 0.0783 
6 0.9727 0.5276 0.3717 0.0706 0.0734 
7 0.8950 0.4851 0.3409 0.0669 0.0689 
8 0.8144 0.4408 0.3087 0.0637 0.0649 
9 0.6228 0.3963 0.1703 0.0670 0.0562 
Total 0.6987 0.6638 
Table 4.4.6 IVlass Cost Balance for Optimal Geometry 
Stage 
No. 
ci 
~/Ib. mix 
co 
$/Ib. mix 
cu 
~/lb. mix 
1 0.000012 0.000003 0.000026 
2 0.000028 0.000008 0.000054 
3 0.000044 0.000014 0.000083 
4 0.000061 0.000021 0.000113 
5 0.000085 0.000030 0.000155 
6 0.000137 0.000051 0.000247 
7 0.000282 0.000111 0.000505 
8 0.000710 0.000299 0.001265 
9 0.001412 0.000855 0.002201 
The second case was to find the optimal operation parameters: volumetric flow 
of the water, number of stages, and flow ratio of the last stage. The geometry of the 
hydrocyclones was not considered in this optimization case. Although this last 
variable is related to the geometry of the hydrocyclone, it will be treated as an 
operation variable because the decision about the changing of this variable involved 
replacing the current hydrocyclones with others Of the optimal flow ratio. Tables 
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4.4.7 and 4.4.8 show the results of the optimal variables and the resulting 
performance parameters. The mass, energy, exergy, mass cost balances for this set of 
optimal variables can be seen in Tables 4.4.9 through 4.4.12. 
Table 4.4.7 Optimal Operation Variables 
Rf9 Qw 
gal/min 
stages 
0.250 243.7 8 
Table 4.4.8 Performance Parameters for Optimal Operation Variables 
Et WR Wp 
MMBtu/h 
Irrev tot 
MMBtu/h 
cwash 
$/lb.st 12 
- cdewat 
$/Ib.st 12 
copt 
$/Ib.st 12 
0.721 2.70 1.6992 1.5104 0.0037 0.0002 0.0039 
Table 4.4.91~Iass Balance for Optimal Operation Variables 
Stage 
No. 
mi 
Ib.mix/min 
xi 
Ib.st/Ib.mix 
mo 
/b.mix/min 
xo 
Ib.st/Ib.mix 
mu 
Ib.mix/min 
xu 
Ib.st/Ib.mix 
Rf Et d p 
psig 
1 6734.2 0.198 3624.2 0.080 3109.9 0.335 0.435 0.782 95.9 
2 6777.1 0.197 3647.9 0.079 3129.2 0.333 0.435 0.783 128.5 
3 6813.2 0.197 3667.2 0.080 3146.0 0.334 0.435 0.783 146.8 
4 6846.4 0.199 3684.0 0.081 3162.4 0.337 0.435 0.781 141.4 
5 6882.1 0.204 3700.5 0.084 3181.6 0.343 0.435 0.777 136.3 
6 6927.5 0.214 3719.6 0.091 3207.9 0.356 0.435 0.771 131.0 
7 6993.6 0.232 3745.9 0.104 3247.6 0.379 0.435 0.759 125.8 
8 5277.2 0.234 3785.7 0.127 1491.5 0.504 0.250 0.610 100.0 
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Table 4.4.10 Energy Balance for Optimal Operation Variables 
Stage 
No. 
T 
°F 
Eni 
MMBtu/h 
Eno 
MMBtu/h 
Enu 
MMBtu/h 
Wp 
hp 
1 125 19.57 11.42 8.15 64.2 
2 128 20.77 12.12 8.65 86.7 
3 129 21.26 12.41 8.85 99.6 
4 129 21.16 12.35 8.81 96.3 
5 127 20.66 12.07 8.59 93.1 
6 125 19.85 11.61 8.24 89.7 
7 123 18.83 11.04 7.79 86.3 
8 120 13.40 10.37 3.03 51.7 
Total 667.5 
Table 4.4.11 Exergy Balance for Optimal Operation Variables 
Stage 
No. 
Exi 
MMBtu/h 
Exo 
MMBtu/h 
Exu 
MMBtu/h 
Irrev pump 
MMBtu/h 
Irrev HC 
MMBtu/h 
1 1.0413 0.5671 0.4029 0.0713 0.0814 
2 1.1767 0.6314 0.4489 0.0964 0.1035 
3 1.2343 0.6566 0.4669 0.1108 0.1172 
4 1.2174 0.6492 0.4613 0.1070 0.1139 
5 1.1620 0.6194 0.4394 0.1032 0.0981 
6 1.0813 0.5752 0.4070 0.0990 0.0957 
7 0.9853 0.5226 0.3681 0.0945 0.0935 
8 0.6581 0.4657 0.1363 0.0561 0.0684 
Total 0.7385 _ 0.7719 
Table 4.4.12 Mass Cost Balance for Optimal Operation Variables 
Stage 
No. 
ci 
$/Ib. mix 
co 
$/Ib. mix 
cu 
$/Ib. mix 
1 0.000018 0.000007 0.000040 
2 0.000047 0.000019 0.000093 
3 0.000084 0.000034 0.000162 
4 0.000135 0.000055 0.000256 
5 0.000219 0.000091 0.000413 
6 0.000394 0.000168 0.000739 
7 0.000795 0.000358 0.001490 
8 0.001517 0.000825 0.002120 
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A third case includes all of the variables considered to find the minimum cost 
achievable if all variables could change. All the cases were run with constrains for 
the water ratio. There are recommended ranges for the flow ratio at different 
numbers of stages (Blanchard 1992) that will ensure the main purpose of the 
washing, which is decreasing the protein and impurities contents, and avoiding 
excess water for processing in the wet-milling plant. Optimal variables and 
corresponding performance parameters are presented in Tables 4.4.13 and 4.4.14 and 
the mass, energy, exergy, mass cost balances for this set of optimal variables are 
presented in Tables 4.4.15 through 4.4.18. 
Table 4.4.13 Optimal Variables 
Et ~/~/l~ wp 
MMBtu/h 
Irrev tot 
MMBtu/h 
cwash 
$/Ib. st 12 
cdewat 
$/Ib. s t ~2 
copt 
$/Ib. st 12 
0.833 2.85 1.6038 1.4280 0.0028 0.0001 0.0029 
Table 4.4.14 Performance Parameters for Optimal Set of Variables 
Du Do Di Dc Q w 
mm mm mm mm Rf 9 g al/min 
stages 
2.3 1.7 4.0 11.8 0.250 297.1 8 
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Table 4.4.15 Idiass Balance for Optimal Set of Variables 
Stage 
No. 
mi 
Ib.mix/min 
xi 
Ib.st/Ib.mix 
mo 
Ib.mix/min 
xo 
lb.st/Ib.mix 
mu 
Ib.mix/min 
xu 
lb.st/Ib.mix 
Rf Et 
dp 
psig 
100.0 1 6998.4 0.175 3993.0 0.043 3005.4 0.350 0.398 0.858 
2 6865.1 0.181 3912.2 0.047 2953.0 0.359 0.398 0.853 127.0 
3 6780.2 0.186 3859.7 0.049 2920.5 0.367 0.398 0.849 139.7 
4 6731.6 0.192 3827.3 0.053 2904.3 0.376 0.398 0.844 131.2 
5 6716.5 0.203 3811.1 0.059 2905.4 0.391 0.398 0.836 124.2 
6 6743.8 0.222 3812.2 0.070 2931.6 0.420 0.398 0.821 118.3 
7 6837.4 0.261 3838.4 0.095 
_ 
2999.1 0.475 0.398 0.797 113.6 
8 5473.7 0.260 3905.8 0.142 1567.9 0.554 0.250 0.610 100.0 
Table 4.4.16 Energy Balance for Optimal Set of Variables 
Stage 
No. 
T 
°F 
Eni 
MMBtu/h 
Eno 
MMBtu/h 
Enu 
MMBtu/h 
Wp 
hp 
1 124 20.26 12.64 7.62 70.3 
2 126 20.51 12.80 7.71 87.3 
3 127 20.27 12.66 7.60 94.7 
4 126 19.70 12.32 7.38 88.0 
5 124 18.95 11.87 7.08 82.9 
6 122 18.08 11.36 6.72 78.6 
7 120 17.09 10.80 6.29 75.2 
8 1 18 13.10 10.18 2.92 53.0 
Total 630.1 
Table 4.4.17 Exergy Balance for Optimal Set of Variables 
Stage 
No. 
Exi 
MMBtu/h 
Exo 
MMBtu/h 
Exu 
MMBtu/h 
Irrev pump 
MMBtu/h 
Irrev HC 
MMBtu/h 
1 1.0663 0.6172 0.3704 0.0788 0.0861 
2 1.1300 0.6456 0.3867 0.0977 0.1035 
3 1.1297 0.6409 0.3832 0.1057 0.1122 
4 1.0780 0.6141 0.3662 0.0977 0.1054 
5 1.0098 0.5762 0.3423 0.0914 0.0886 
6 0.9332 0.5332 0.3144 0.0855 0.0850 
7 0.8521 0.4879 0.2839 0.0803 0.0827 
8 0.6247 0.4408 0.1271 0.0568 0.0706 
Total 0.6939 0.7341 
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Table 4.4.18 Mass Cost Balance for Optimal Set of Variables 
Stage 
IVo. 
ci 
$/Ib.mix 
co 
$/Ib.mix 
cu 
$/Ib.mix 
1 0.000013 0.000003 0.000027 
2 0.000029 0.000007 0.000056 
3 0.000046 0.000012 0.000085 
4 0.000063 0.000017 0.000117 
5 0.000096 0.000028 0.000175 
6 0.000198 0.000063 0.000356 
7 0.000550 0.000199 0.000985 
8 0.001243 0.000679 0.001747 
4.5 Optimization I~esnits Comparison 
Performance parameters results for the three cases mentioned above were 
compared to the base case. In Figure 4.5.1, total efficiency, water ratio, total pump 
work, and total irreversibility of the system are presented for easy comparison of the 
values. The cost of washing and the cost used for optimization that includes the cost 
of energy of dewatering are shown in Figure 4.5.2. 
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Another important result f rom the optimization of the system is the annual 
production and annual cost of washing for each scenario. Table 4.5.1 summarizes 
these numbers. The cost was calculated using the starch washing cost only. 
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Table 4.5.1 Annual Production and Cost of starch Washing 
Case Washed Starch 
Ib.mix/min 
Concentration 
Ib.st/Ib.mix 
Starch Production 
Ib.st 12/year 
Washing Cost 
$/year 
Savings 
$/year 
Savings 
Base 1,803 ~ 0.410 440,096,478 2,741,229 -- --
Geometry Optimization 1,574 0.551 516,856,334 1 ,815,044 926,185 34 
Operation Optimization 1,492 0.504 447,749,385 1,657,255 1,083,974 40 
Total Optimization 1,568 0.554 517,314,260 1,435,651 1,305,578 48 
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CI~APTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 
The present study has served as an economic model for the starch-washing 
system of a corn wet-milling plant. In 2004, 26 corn wet-milling plants in the United 
States with a total capacity of 1.5 billion bushels produced 7.3 billion pounds of 
starch. Production of starch derived products, sweeteners and ethanol, was 25.4 
billion pounds (dry weight) and 1.3 billion gallons, respectively (CRA 2005). The 
corn wet milling industry faces challenges of reducing their production costs. 
Separation and washing of components and energy for drying are the major reasons 
for the elevated water and energy consumption in wet milling. 
The purpose of this modeling study was to reduce the cost of starch washing by 
reducing water and energy consumption. Some important conclusions have been 
drawn from this study and can be used as a guide for corn wet millers as well as for 
hydrocyclone manufacturers to help reduce the cost of production of starch. 
5.1 Base Case Model 
The base case model was useful to understand the mass and energy flows and 
the energy losses through the system. Based on the comparison between the model 
and the calculation made by Blanchard that fitted actual plant data, we conclude 
that the present model is a useful tool to predict the performance of a starch-
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washing system. Some of the assumptions made by Blanchard were corrected in this 
model so better estimations could be made for the economic analysis of the system. 
The mass balance of the system modeled in this study showed a steady increase 
in the underfloor mass concentration, which means that the hydrocyclones in each 
stage were progressively recovering more starch in the underfloor. This same trend 
occurred in an actual multistage separation process. 
The energy balance was improved by considering a pressure drop dependence 
on the volumetric flow rate for the hydrocyclones. This led to better predictions for 
the pump work, and therefore, energy flows and temperatures. 
Another important consideration in the thermodynamic analysis of the system 
was the irreversibility or energy lost. This value indicated how much energy was 
available for useful work. In the starch-washing system, the pump was slightly more 
irreversible than the hydrocyclone, having losses of about 8% of the energy input. 
The mass cost balance of the system showed an increase in the underfloor unit 
cost, which was expected. For increasing stage number, the cost increased due to the 
all the pump work, equipment, and operation costs. The result was always a more 
concentrated product with higher units cost at each inlet, overflow, and underfloor. 
The model was flexible and allowed the user to run different scenarios and 
investigate the benefits or disadvantages of each scenario. 
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5.2 Optimization Results 
The cost minimization of the system for the three cases provided interesting 
results. For all of them the water ratio and, thus, water consumption of the system 
decreased. Although it was true that this did not yield the lowest impurity content 
possible, it was still within the specified range for the final product. This 
recommendation has to be considered in conjunction with a possible variation of the 
price of starch based on the impurity content. 
The total recovery efficiency of the system and the mass concentration of the 
starch in the last stage were increased, which confirmed that the separation system 
was working more efficiently. The total pump work increased while trying to make 
the system more efficient by increasing the pressure drop in the hydrocyclone. The 
reduction of the starch washing by one stage can offset the increased pump work. 
The volumetric flow ratio between underflow and inlet decreased its value to 
the minimum possible. I~owever, it should be noticed that the change in this 
variable implied a change in the flow ratio of the geonr~etry, which meant that 
pressure and mass recovery efficiency were also affeci:ed. For that reason, these two 
variables were not considered for optimization, because the relationship between 
them was unknown. 
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The geometry optimization for the system was made with certain constrains. 
The entire set of values optimized try to reach the limit of those constrains, which 
meant that their effects were independent of each other. More accurate constrains 
can be made by manufacturers regarding the minimum size that will still avoid 
blockage of the hydrocyclones. 
The reduction in the unit cost was significant. By ~~ptimizing the geometry of the 
hydrocyclone from stages 1 to 8, a unit cost reduction of 45% was achieved. The 
operation variable optimization yielded a 40% unit cost reduction. when 
considering geometry along with operation variables in the optimization, a 
reduction of 56% of the cost was obtained. 
The cost of energy in dewatering was low compared to the washing system and 
therefore, it was not a determinant factor for the optimization. 
Even though the mass of starch slurry in the underflow decreased, the mass of 
starch concentration increased from 0.41 up to 0.55, ar~d therefore, the starch content 
and the total recovery efficiency were greater than the base case. The advantage of 
this is that not only the unit cost was reduced, but production was increased and 
thus, the savings for implementing these changes make them economically feasible. 
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5.3 Recommendatgons for Future Study 
The results of this study are the outcome of an analytical approach and no 
experiments or wet-milling plant data gathering were done. The hydrocyclone 
separation could be better modeled if experiments were run in a laboratory 
hydrocyclone with a pump capable of raising the pressure to about 140 psig and 
comparing these results with actual plant data for different mass concentrations of 
starch slurry. Another approach would be to model the separation using 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD). 
Dewatering along with drying could be included in the final cost of the washed 
starch with better assumptions and considerations of energy usage and recovery 
from wet-milling plants. This case study could be done in other wet milling 
processes to minimize the production costs other products such as of germ, fiber, or 
oil. 
Optimization can also be done by considering a different geometry of 
hydrocyclone per stage. This, however, will demand very specific sizes for different 
stages and will vary for different operation conditions at different plants and 
therefore, will be very difficult to implement. 
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APPENDIX A. MATLAB PROGRAMS 
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A1. Simulation progra~n 
Main Program-Starch-washing system mass, energy, energy and costs. 
clear 
Definition of Geometry Variables 
Du=3; %underflow diameter in mm 
Do=2; %overflow diameter in mm 
Di=3.5; %inlet diameter in mm 
Dc=10; %hydrOcyclone body diameter in mm 
Lc=74; %vortex finder clearance in mm 
he=72; %conical section clearance in mm 
%Operation Variables 
p1=20+14.7; %line pressure in psig. 
Qinput=322; %volumetric flow of starch slurry in gpm 
Beinput=l9; %concentration of starch slurry in Be 
Tinput=120; %temperature of starch slurry in F 
n1=521; n2=453; n3=426; n4=436; n5=446; n6=457; n7=469; n8=481; %number of 
hydrocylones per stage 
Rf9=0.32; %flow ratio of hydrocyclones in last stage 
Et9=0.61; %recovery efficiency of hydrocyclones in last stage 
dp9=100; %pressure drop in last stage in psig 
of fp=0.65; %efficiency of the pump 
Qw=270; %volumetric flow of fresh water in gpm 
Tw=115; %temperature of fresh water in F 
OH=8736; %operation hours in hr/yr 
Bu=35000; %material processed in bu/day 
%reference values for exergy calculations 
pref=14.7; %pressure reference in psig 
Tref=120+459.67; %temperature reference in F 
vrefs=1/12.935; %specific volume reference for the starch in gal/lb 
vrefw=1/8.34; %specific volume reference for the water in gal/lb 
xrefs=l; %concentration by mass reference for the starch 
xrefw=l; %concentration by mass reference for the water 
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%dead state values for exergy calculations 
TO=70+459.67; %temperature at dead state in F 
p0=14.7; %pressure at dead state in psig 
xOs=0.3376; %concentration by mass at dead state for the starch 
xOw=1; %concentration by mass at dead state for the water 
%Economic Variables and Conversion factors 
dG=0.10; %discount rate 
iG=1.4/100; %general inflation 
iF=1.2/100; %fuel inflation 
nG=25; %years 
PWFG=1/(dG-iG)'~(1-((1+iG)/(1+dG))^nG); %present worth factor general 
PWFF=1/(dG-iF)'~(1-((1+iF)/(1+dG))^nG); %present v~Torth factor fuel 
CRF=(dG'~(1+dG)^nG)/((1+dG)^nG-1); %capital recovery factor 
CF 1=1/7.48055; %cu.f t/gal 
CF2=60; %min/h 
CF3=7'52; %days/yr 
CF4=1/1000; %cu.ft of natural gas/Btu 
%utility costs 
ce=0.0527/3412; %electric cost from utility company in $/Btu 
cw=0.086; %water plus sewer cost from utility company in $/cu.ft 
%Water cost 
Costw=cw'~CF 1'~Qw'~CF2'~OH; %yearly cost of water in $/yr 
PWVw=Costw'~PWFG; %present worth value of water in $yr 
Cdotw=PWVw'~CRF/OH; %Hourly levelized cost of water in $/h 
%Starch slurry cost 
Cdots=0; 
%Pump cost including VFD 
Costp=5000+8500; %pump and VFD cost in $ 
Costpinst=1.45'~Costp; %installed cost of pump in $ 
Costpom=0.1'~Costp; %operation and maintenance cost of pump in $ 
PWVp=Costpinst+Costpom'~PWFG; %present worth value of pump in $/yr 
Zdotp=PWVp'~CRF/OH; %Hourly levelized cost of pump in $/h; 
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%Hydrocyclone cost 
Costhc=40000; %hydrocyclones cost in $ 
Costhcinst=1.45'~Costhc; %installed cost of hydrocylones in S 
Costhcom=0.1'~Costhc; %operation and maintenance cost of hydrocylones in $ 
PWvhc=Costhcinst+Costhcom'~PWFG; %present worth value of hydrocyclones 
in S/yr 
Zdothc=PWVhc'~CRF/OH; %Hourly levelized cost of hydrocylones in $/h; 
%Mass and Energy Balance. Exergy and Irreversibilities and Mass costs 
sim('masscost'); %Command to run the simulink model 
%energy cost of dewatering in S/lb using the mass cost 
Dewe=2673; %electricity consumption by starch drying in Btu/bu 
CF 5=56; %lb . corn/bu 
CF6=0.68'(100-15.5)/100; %lb.starch/lb.corn average yield 
CF7=40.3/40; %lb.water removed/lb.starch in dewatering with average 
moisture contents 
cdw=Dewe/CF5'~CF6/CF 7'~ce; %cost of dewatering in /llb.water removed 
mdots=mx9(:,5,51)'~CF2'~mx9(:,6,51); %mass of starch in the underfloor of the last 
stage in lbw/h 
mdotw=mx9(:,5,51)'~CF2'~(1-mx9(:,6,51)); %mass of water in the underfloor of the 
last stage in lbw/h 
mcdw=0.33; %moisture content after dewatering in lbw/lb 
mcdr=0.12; %moisture content after drying in lbw/lb 
mdotdw=mcdw'~mdots/(1-mcdw); %mass flow of water after dewatering in 
lbw/h 
wrdw=mdotw-mdotdw; %mass flow of water removed during dewatering in 
lbw/h 
cdewat=wrdw/mdots'~cdw'~(1-mcdr); %mass unit cost of starch dewatering in 
%To find cost of product in $/1b using the mass cost 
cstarch=c9(:,3,51)/mx9(:,6,51)'~(1-mcdr); %mass unit cost of starch washing 
product in $/lb . s @ 12%MC 
cprodm=cstarch+cdewat; %total mass unit cost of product in $/lb.s @12%MC 
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%Results 
Etotal=EtWR(:,1,51); %total mass recovery efficiency 
WR=EtWR(:,2,51); %Water ratio 
SumWp=(HC1(:,4,51)+HC2(:,4,51)+HC3(:,4,51}+HC4(:,4,51)... 
+HC5 (:,4,51)+HC6 (:,4,51)+HC7(:,4,51)+HC8 (:,4,51) ... 
+HC9(:,4,51))'~2545.457/1000000; %total pump work in MMBtu/h 
Irrevp=(P1(:,7,51)+P2(:, 7,51)+P3(:,7,51)+P4(:,7,51)... 
+P5(:,7,51}+P6(:,7,51)+P7(:,7,51)+P8(:,7,51)... 
+P9(:,7,51))/1000000; %total pump irreversibilities in Ii~IMBtu/h 
Irrevhc=(HC1(:,11,51)+HC2(:,11,51)+HC3(:,11,51)+HC4(:,11,51)... 
+HC5 (:,11, 51)+HC 6 (:,11, 51)+HC 7(:,11, 51)+HC8 (:,11, 51) .. . 
+HC9(:,11,51))/1000000; %total pump work in MMBtu/h 
Irrev=Irrevp+Irrevhc; %total iireversibility of the system in MMBtu/h 
Resultsl=[Etotal WR SumWp Irrevp Irrevhc Irrev] 
Resultsl=[cstarch cdewat cprodm] 
%hydrocyclone balance results in cvs file 
i = open('out.csv','w'); 
fprintf (fid,' ,Rf,Et,dP,Wp,Eni,Eno,Enu,Exi,Exo,Exu,Irrev,T \ n'); 
fprintf(fid,'HC1 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f\n', HC1(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'HC2 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f \ n', HC2(:,:,51)); 
fprintf{fid,'HC3 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f, %18.18f, %18.18f, %18.18f\n', HC3(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'HC4 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f\n', HC4(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'HC5 , % 18.18f , % 18.18f , % 18.18f , % 18.18f , % 18.18f , % 18.18f , 
%18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f \ n', HC5(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'HC6 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f \ n', HC6(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'HC7 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f, %18.18f, %18.18f, %18.18f\n', HC7(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'HC8 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f \ n', HC8(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'HC9 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f, %18.18f, %18.18f, %18.18f , %18.18f, %18.18f\n', HC9(:,:,51)); 
fclose(fid); 
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%pump balance results in cvs file 
fid = fopen('outP.csv','w'); 
fprintf (fid,' ,Eni,Eno,Enu,Exi,Exo,Exu,Irrevp \ n'); 
fprintf(fid,'P1 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f\ n', P1(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'P2 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f\n', P2(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'P3 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f \ n', P3(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'P4 , % 18.18f , % 18.18f , % 18.18f , % 18.18f , % 18.18f , % 18.18f , 
%18.18f\n', P4(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'P5 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f \ n', P5(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'P6 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f \ n', P6(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'P7 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f\n', P7(:,:,51)); 
fprintf(fid,'P8 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f\n', P8(:,:,51)); 
fprintf (fid,'P9 , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , %18.18f , 
%18.18f \ n', P9(:,:,51)); 
fclose(fid); 
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A2.Optimization program 
%Routine to optimize the Starch-washing system. 
clear 
%global variables definition 
global Beinput Et9 Qinput Rf9 Tinput Tw n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 
global Du Do Di Dc Lc he pl1 p12 pl dp9 effp Qw 
global pref Tref vrefs vrefw xrefs xrefw p0 TO xOs xOw 
global Cdots Cdotw Zdotp Zdothc ce PWFG CRF 
global Etotal WR SumWp Irrevp Irrevhc Irrev 
global counter fid 
global HC1 HC2 HC3 HC4 HC5 HC6 HC7 HC8 HC9 HC10 
global P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 PS P9 P10 
global mx1 mx2 mx3 mx4 mx5 mx6 mx7 mx8 mx9 mx10 
global c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 
global Resultsl Results2 
%declaration of option for the optimization fuction 
options = optimset ('Display','off','To1Fun',0.00001,'MaxIter',100, 
'MaxFunEvals',50000); 
%creation of cvs file for iteration recording 
fid = fopen('optimized.cvs','w'); 
%fprintf(fid,',cstarch,cdewat,cprodm,Du,Do,Di,Dc,WR \ n'); %for geometry 
optimization 
%fprintf(fid,',cstarch,cdewat,cprodm,Rf9,Qw,WR \ n'); %for operation variables 
optimization 
fprintf(fid,',cstarch,cdewat,cprodm,Du,Do,Di,Dc,Rf9,Qw,WR\n'); %for total 
optimization 
%initial guesses of Optimization Variables Du, Do, Di, Dc, Rf9, and Qw 
Du=3; %underflow diameter in mm 
Do=2; %overflow diameter in mm 
Di=3.5; %inlet diameter in mm 
Dc=10; %hydreyclone body diameter in mm 
Rf9=0.32; %flow ratio of hydrocyclones in last stage 
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Qw=270; %volumetric flow of fresh water in gpm 
%declaration of variables to be optimized 
%z=[Du Do Di Dc]; %for geometry optimization 
%z=[Rf9 Qw]; %for operation variables optimization 
z=[Du Do Di Dc Rf9 Qw];... %for total optimization 
%optimization fuction 
[zopt,feval]=fminsearch (@StarchWashingOpt, z, options ); 
%closing of cvs file for iteration recording 
fclose(fid) 
Function for optimization 
°/odeclaration of function 
function cprodm=StarchWashingOpt(z) 
%global variables definition 
global Beinput Et9 Qinput Rf9 Tinput Tw n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 
global Du Do Di Dc Lc he pl1 pl2 pl dp9 effp Qw 
global pref Tref vrefs vrefw xrefs xrefw p0 TO xOs xOw 
global Cdots Cdotw Zdotp Zdothc ce PWFG CRF 
global Etotal WR SumWp Irrevp Irrevhc Irrev 
global counter f id 
global HC1 HC2 HC3 HC4 HC5 HC6 HC7 HC8 HC9 HC10 
global P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 
global mx1 mx2 mx3 mx~ mx5 mx6 mx7 mx8 mx9 mx10 
global c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 c10 
global Resultsl Results2 
%assignment of values to variables to optimized 
Du=z(1); 
Do=z(2); 
Di=z(3); 
Dc=z(4); 
Rf9=z(5); 
Qw=z(6); 
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%Rf9=z(1); %for operation variables optimization 
%Qw=z(2); %for operation variables optimization 
%Variables Constrains 
if (Rf9<0.25 I I Rf9>0.55) I I (Qw<200 I I Qw>350) I I (Du<2 I I Du>4) 
(Do<1.5 I I Do>2.5) I I (Di<3 ( I Di>4) I I (Dc<8 I I Dc>12) 
cprodm =1000 
return; 
end 
Simulation program f-~om 14ppendix Al comes in this part of the optimization function 
Variables to be optimized are not declared here; they have been declared in the 
"assignment of values to variables to optimize" section in this program 
%Temperature Constrains 
T1=HC1(:,12,51); T2=HC2(:,12,51); T3=HC3(:,12,51); T4=HC4(:,12,51); 
T5=HC5(:,12,51); 
T6=HC6(:,12,51); T7=HC7(:,12,51); T9=HC9(:,12,51); 
T8=HC8 (:,12,51); ... %not used for 8 stages 
%T10=HC10(:,12,51);... %used for 10 stages 
if (T1>135) I I (T2>135) I I (T3>135) I I (T4>135) I I (T4>135) I I (T6>135) I I (T7>135) 
I I (T9>135) I I (T8>135) % I I (T10>135) %T8 is not used for 8 stages and T10 used 
for 10 stages 
cprodm = 1000 
return; 
end 
%Water ratio Constrain 
if (WR<2.5 I I WR>3.2) %for 9 stages 
%if (WR<2.7 I I WR>3.35) %for 8 stages 
%if (WR<2.35 I I WR>3) %for 10 stages 
cprodm =1000 
return; 
end 
%iteration recording in cvs f ile 
fprintf(fid,'%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f \ n', 
~o 
cstarch,cdewat,cprodm,Du,Do,Di,Dc,WR); %for geometry optimization 
fprintf(fid,'%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f \n',counter, 
cstarch,cdewat,cprodm,Rf9,Qw,WR); %for operation variables optimization 
fprintf(fid,',%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f,%12.8f, 
%12.8f \ n',cstarch,cdewat,cprodm,Du,Do,Di,Dc,Rf9,Qw,WR); %for total 
optimization 
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APPENDIX B. SIMULINK MODEL 
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